COLUMN
WORKSTATION SYSTEM

Supplied by

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The ultimate workstation system, capable of
adapting to various workspaces where function
and collaboration is required. The Column leg
structure lends itself to be configured as a
simple meeting table through to multi person
workstation system.

Product Designed by

ACCESSORIES

WORKTOP

Montage offer a range of accessories
from monitor arms to removable white
boards and screens. Shelves and trays
create extra space and are available in a
range of colours and sizes to suit.

Interesting worktop shapes and sizes
can be selected due to the unique
design of the Column. Making this
system highly adaptable

TRAX SYSTEM
Optional Trax cable management system
can be specified

FRAME

LEG VARIETIES

The expandable frame system allows
for a non permanent multi-application
solution. Especially useful for difficult to
fit spaces.

Legs + frame structure available powder
coated in Dulux colour range. The legs can
be specified to almost any width
Standard width available 140mm
Custom heights availabe on requst

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

Break out spaces

Collaboration spaces

Office workstations

Meeting room tables

Collaboration spaces

Casual seating tables

TABLE TOPS
(all measurements in mm)

MULTI PIECE TOP TRAPEZIUM

SQUARE OR RECTANGULAR

L 1200 - 1800
W 3600 - 4800

L 1200 - 2400
W 1200 - 2400

L 1200 - 1800
W 3600 - 4800

L 1200 - 2400
W 1200 - 1600

CIRCULAR

IRREGULAR TRAPEZIUM

DIA:
1200 - 1600D
800 - 1100D

L 1800 - 2400
W 1200 - 1800

L 1800 - 2400
W 1200 - 1800

LEGS AND FRAME
(all measurements in mm)

Expandable Frame
This unique frame design allows for scalability and integration
of a wide range of top configurations. This is specifically
beneficial for adapting to the numbers of users or when
presented with more challenging spaces

Leg Options

The Column’s legs can be specified to almost any width and
height. This is one of the advantages of the unique Column
system.

We also stock 140mm dia options as a ready to go solution.

ACCESSORIES - TRAX CABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

80% post-consumer recycled PET felt tray
creates a perfect carrier for user introduced fly
leads and cables, whereas the top tier cable way
is dedicated for data leads.
The punch out allows for a seamless cable pass
at each end of assembly. The services module
can be secured in any position along the length
of the TRAX, maximising usability.
Power and data points are equally easily
accessible from above or under the desk top.
Stocked options are pre-configured to CMS
4 GPO with an option of additional USB fast
charge module and up to 2 DATA allowance.

ACCESSORIES CONT...

IN-DESK POWER BOX

SCALLOP WORKTOP

POWER RAIL

Available in white, black and silver with
scallop ends to allow cabling access
when closed. Different configurations also
available.

Allows for cabling access to the
underside of the desk in addition it
enables clamp on ergonomic arm to be
used

For access to desk top cabling additional
to the in desk box for the situations that
need additional power or data modules.
Different configurations also available.

CABLE BASKET

CABLE BASKET WITH OUTLET

POWER POST

Mounted under the desk to catch spare
cabling

Mounted under the desk with power and
data outlets

Various options to bring data and power
from the ceiling space to the workstation

SCREENS

ZONE ACOUSTIC SCREEN

SHUSH PANEL

VEGA

3 standard colours available ex-stock
from our Shush panel range
BZ11 // BZ12 // BZ03

Customisable shapes

Rounded edges.

Various colours

Sizes:
1400 x 350
1400 x600

9 or 18 mm thickness
Single or Double ply

Internal Trim avaliable in
black or white

High Acoustic Quality and Pinnable
Options of:
Desk mounted
Frame Mounted
Floor mounted with adjustable feet.

Horizontal Support rail is available in
black or white
High Acoustic Quality and Pinnable
Options of:
Desk mounted
Frame Mounted
Floor mounted with adjustable feet.

Any choice of fabric covering which is
foam bonded for acoustic reduction
Options of:
Desk mounted
Frame Mounted
Floor mounted with adjustable feet.

WARRANTY
A standard 5* years warranty applies, however the life
of this products frame is design to extend well beyond
its warranty. At the end of products life, it can be easily
dismantled into parts and then recycled.
* refer to product warranty
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